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As for nanofillers in general, the properties of carbon nanotube (CNT) -polymer composites depend
strongly on the filler arrangement and the structure of the filler network. This article reviews our actual
understanding of the relation between processing conditions, state of CNT dispersion and structure of
the filler network on the one hand, and the resulting electrical, melt rheological and mechanical prop-
erties, on the other hand. The as-produced rather compact agglomerates of CNTs (initial agglomerates,
>1 mm), whose structure can vary for different tube manufacturers, synthesis and/or purification
conditions, have first to be well dispersed in the polymer matrix during the mixing step, before they can
be arranged to a filler network with defined physical properties by forming secondary agglomerates.
Influencing factors on the melt dispersion of initial agglomerates of multi-walled CNTs into individual-
ized tubes are discussed in context of dispersion mechanisms, namely the melt infiltration into initial
agglomerates, agglomerate rupture and nanotube erosion from agglomerate surfaces. The hierarchical
morphology of filler arrangement resulting from secondary agglomeration processes has been found to
be due to a competition of build-up and destruction for the actual melt temperature and the given
external flow field forces. Related experimental results from in-line and laboratory experiments and
a model approach for description of shear-induced properties are presented.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Although the first electron microscopy observation of hollow
graphitic carbon nanofibers was reported by Radushkevich and
Lukyanovich as early as 1952 [1] it took more than forty years until
the ‘coaxial tubes of graphitic sheets’ [2] attracted a broad scientific
community and found practical application. The multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) consisting of graphitic sheets,
ranging in number from 2 up to about 50 were first described in
detail by Iijima in 1991 [2]. Interestingly, MWCNTs were already
used at this time as ‘fibrils’ in masterbatches produced by Hyperion
Catalysis Inc. (Cambridge, OH, USA) starting with a patent in 1987
[3]. However, after Iijima’s paper several other companies around
the world started commercial scale productions of multi- or single-
walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). Based on their high aspect
ratio, strength and remarkable physical properties several
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engineering applications have been developed [4]. Especially due to
their unique electrical properties and the potential for mechanical
reinforcement [5] carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were considered to be
ideal fillers materials in high performance polymer composites.
Adding of small amounts of CNTs can turn an electrically insulating
polymer into a conductive composite, which is not possible with
the same amounts of conventional (lower aspect ratio or spherical)
conductive fillers [6] as e.g. carbon black (CB). This is usually
explained by a reduction of the so-called percolation threshold due
to the very high aspect ratio of CNTs. Fig. 1 shows exemplarily the
difference in the concentration dependence of the electrical
conductivity for MWCNTs (high aspect ratio) in polycarbonate and
for carbon black (aspect ratio close to one) in natural rubber
(adapted from [7] and [8]). Although data from different matrices
are compared, the reduction of the so-called “percolation
threshold” (pc) due to a higher aspect ratio of the filler is quite
general. The percolation threshold values (pc) are indicated in Fig. 1
by dotted lines. Details on the samples and the fitting equations
(solid lines) can be found in [7,8]. As it will be shown later, in most
composites the CNTs are not randomly distributed in the matrix
and form so-called secondary agglomerates. In reality, between
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Fig. 1. DC conductivity versus volume content of carbon black in natural rubber (left) and for MWCNTs in polycarbonate (right). The figures are adapted from Refs. [7] and [8].
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most nanoobjects weak attractive interactions have to be assumed,
which cause agglomeration. Therefore, the basic assumption of
percolation theory is not fulfilled and the usual interpretations in
terms of classical percolation theory have to be questioned. For that
reason, in the following the term ‘insulator-conductor transition’ is
used instead of ‘electrical percolation threshold’. To our knowledge
the occurrence and importance of agglomeration or clustering of
nanoparticles in a polymer matrix was first established by Schulte
and co-workers [9,10] for carbon black in epoxy.

By adding only small amounts of CNTs, needed to achieve the
insulator-conductor transition, the desired properties of the poly-
mer matrix (e.g. crack resistance, toughness) are usually better
preserved than in the case of large amounts needed for conventional
fillers like CB. For improvement ofmechanical properties and a good
balancewith other desired composite properties, like processability
and surface quality, remaining initial agglomerates (normally in the
size> 1 mm) have to be avoided, since they act as defects. Therefore,
the dispersion of these as-received nanotube agglomerates, some-
times called “primary agglomerates”, is an important step toward
high quality nanocomposites. Perfectly dispersed CNTs are required
for maximummechanical reinforcement. On the other hand, as will
be shown below, the build-up of a conductive network by so-called
secondary agglomeration is needed to achieve a high electrical
conductivity. However, although remaining initial agglomerates
reduce the available amount of CNTs to form conductive pathways,
a small amount of those initial agglomerates does not influence the
electrical behavior significantly. It is now the aim of this report to
discuss the influence of thermo-mechanical history of CNT
composites on the electrical, rheological andmechanical properties.
In the presented experimental work only industrial available
MWCNTs were used. In order to illustrate the interplay between
processing condition, structure of the CNT network, and resulting
properties, in the first part the focus is on the influence of melt
mixing on the disintegration of initial agglomerates and the state of
CNT dispersion. In the second part the formation of the filler
network (secondary agglomerates) by thermally-driven or shear-
induced agglomeration and its relation to the final properties is
discussed. In the last part the knowledge on the competition of
destruction and build-up of the filler network is applied for under-
standing of injection molding as an example for the last step of the
processing chain.
Fig. 2. Illustration of CNTepolymer, polymerepolymer and CNT-polymer-CNT inter-
actions. Figure adapted from Ref. [21].
2. Background

2.1. Insulatoreconductor transition

Since about 1993 several researchers have reported on
percolation-dominated conductivity in polymer-carbon nanotube
composites in thermosetting and thermoplastic matrices (see e.g.
Refs. [8,11e13]). A recent review on the so-called electrical
“percolation threshold” in polymer-carbon nanotube composites in
different matrix polymers was given by Bauhofer and Kovacs [14].
Apart from the classical application of CNTs for conductive or
mechanically reinforced materials, new specific applications of
nanotube-filled polymers were proposed during last years, e.g. for
gas and liquid sensing [15,16], liquid crystal displays [17], optical
transparent films [18], or actuators [19,20].

Electrical, rheological, and mechanical properties in polymer
composites are often explained by the formation of a network of
interconnected filler particles, which transfer the electrical current
and/or the mechanical stress [22,23]. Mechanical stress (in
a continuum sense) in the polymer-CNT composites is assumed to
be primarily transferred versus the polymer to the filler particle. A
direct transfer of stress from one nanotube to another is only ex-
pected in the initial (primary) agglomerates (e.g. due to direct CNT
entanglements). For the transfer of electrons, interconnected filler
particles are also not necessary for tunneling [24].

For understanding the structure and properties of polymer-CNT
composites it can be helpful to consider the coexistence of (i)
CNTeCNT, (ii) polymerepolymer and (iii) combined CNT-polymer-
CNT interactions [21], which is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.
Despite the local interactions between nanotubes and the polymer
matrix, the polymer mobility is important for the filler arrange-
ment and the effective viscosity of the composite. Hereby the
hierarchy of chain mobility is ranging from local motions and
Rouse-type modes to the chain reptation [25]. On the other hand,
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local CNT-polymer interaction can immobilize the polymer chains
in the amorphous regions. Since the CNTs in the polymer matrix
usually do not directly touch each other, CNT-polymer-CNT inter-
actions and the “connectedness” [26] play an important role for
transfer of the electrical current, the mechanical stress or the
phonons (e.g. for “heat conduction”). Therefore, for different
properties different types of “connectedness” are of importance.
For the case of the “conductive filler network” the tunneling
distance of the electrons between neighbored CNTs is assumed to
dominate the charge transfer. The mechanical properties are ex-
pected to be determined by the combined CNT-polymer network
[21]. Assuming at least temporary anchoring of the polymer chains
on the nanotubes (e.g. by polymer-nanotube adhesion or wrapping
around the CNTs) a chain between two CNTs can act as “entropy
spring” in the melt or rubbery state. For heat transport, the CNT-
polymer-CNT contacts have to transfer the phonons. The latter
may explain the only small increase of the thermal conductivity of
composites by adding CNTs which have themselves extremely high
intrinsic heat conductivities. However, the detailed nature of
CNT-polymer interactions is not clear yet. Despite local molecular
interactions also topological interactions (e.g. CNT-polymer
entanglements) have to be taken into consideration.

Based on theoretical considerations for statistically distributed
filler particles [26e29] the high aspect ratio of CNTs is assumed to
enable nanotube percolation at extremely low critical volume frac-
tions pc. In the limit of large aspect ratios, the relation pcw1/(aspect
ratio)was derivedwithin the excluded volume concept. For a typical
CNTaspect ratio of 1000 only about 0.1 vol% are expected to result in
percolation. Therefore, as stated above, CNTs were considered to be
veryattractivefillermaterials to improve electrical,mechanical and/
or thermal properties by adding only small amounts. However, for
melt mixed thermoplastics containing CNTs the experimentally
determined percolation concentrations (see e.g. Ref. [14]) are often
above the theoretical predicted ‘statistical percolation’ threshold
[26,27,29]. On the other hand, for several other CNTcompositese in
particularly for such with epoxy matrices [13,30] e percolation
thresholds were found which are significantly lower than statistical
percolation concentrations calculated for the given aspect ratio (see
Ref. [14]). The deviation from thepredictions of statistical percolation
threshold is, however, not very surprising, since this concept
assumes statistical spatial distribution of the particles, direct
contacts between them, and random orientation for non-spherical
objects. As stated above, between most nanoobjects e including
CNTseweak attractive interactions have to be assumed, which lead
to agglomeration of CNTs in the polymer matrix and formation of
a conductive network of interconnected agglomerates/clusters (see
e.g. Refs. [31e37]). This was first intensively discussed by Schulte
andco-workers [9,10] for CB in epoxy. Theyattributed the increase of
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Fig. 3. Insulatoreconductor transition for injection molded polycarbonate plates with MW
evolution of the conductivity during annealing in the melt at 230 �C. The open circles in (a)
filled circles indicate the conductivity after annealing for about 5 h at 230 �C (redrawn fro
electrical conductivity to the agglomeration of CB induced by
external shear forces. Heinrich and co-workers [38] observed
agglomeration of layered nanofillers in a thermoplastic matrix and
proposed a kinetic equation for the description of the time evolution
of the shear modulus.

In addition to nanotube-filled (highly viscous) thermoplastic
polymers, there are several works on low viscous colloidal suspen-
sions [39e41] and epoxy resins filled with MWCNTs [42e45]. In
those low viscous systems the agglomeration of nanotubes is very
pronounced. Agglomeration or cluster formation in general is
similar to flow-induced flocculation of particles in colloidal
suspensions [46e48]. As stated in [35,36] there is also a remarkable
similarity to shear-induced phase separation in polymer blends (see
e.g. Refs. [49,50]). The structures of the filler network which appear
under shear can lead as well to a notable change in the composite
viscosity and conductivity [39,40,42e48]. Furthermore, it was
theoretically shown [48] that rigid elongated objects like carbon
nanotubes in the presence of shear can agglomerate due to friction
forces, evenwithout attraction between them.

Fig. 3 gives an example that the concept of statistical percolation
does not hold for polymer-CNT composites in general. The left
graph in Fig. 3 shows the DC conductivities for a series of injection
molded samples before and after annealing for 1 h at 230 �C [32].
The initial samples after injection molding represent a state with
almost well-dispersed nanotubes. It is obvious that the shape of the
so-called percolation curve varies with prehistory. The right graph in
Fig. 3 shows the time-dependent increase of the conductivity
during annealing, which is ascribed to a time-dependent insulator-
conductor transition by formation of conductive agglomerates [32].

In addition to the appearance of agglomerates, CNT are known
to be rather worm-like objects with a smaller ‘effective aspect ratio’
than fully elongated objects, which can also lower the ‘percolation
thresholds’ [51]. Furthermore, CNT can be shortened during poly-
mer melt mixing [8,52] which leads to changes in the length
distribution and can also reduce the ‘percolation threshold’. An
attempt to achieve a more realistic description of the ‘percolation’
of nanotubes in a polymeric matrix by taking into account the non-
ideal characteristics of real CNT (bending flexibility, length poly-
dispersity, attractive interactions) and to overcome at least some of
the limitations of the statistical percolation theory [27,29] is made
by Kyrylyuk and van der Schoot in [26] who applied the continuum
percolation theory of physical clusters to elongated particles in an
effective medium.

2.2. Distribution, agglomeration and vitrification

From a technological point of view, two reasons for an inho-
mogeneous spatial distribution (arrangement) of the fillers in the
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Fig. 4. TEM images of different MWCNT arrangements in a polycarbonate matrix: (a) Initial agglomerates, (b) well dispersed MWCNTs and (c) secondary agglomerates. Replotted from
[57], where details of the sample preparation and prehistory are described.
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polymer-CNT composites can be considered: (i) insufficient distri-
bution of the filler particles in themixing process and (ii) secondary
agglomeration or cluster formation of initially dispersed filler
particles by particle diffusion and external forces (e.g. shear
deformation or electrical fields). The latter effect is also described
by non-Brownian diffusion of particles with attractive interactions.
Both effects, dispersion and secondary agglomeration, are of central
importance for understanding the relationship between thermo-
mechanical history, the resulting morphology of the filler
network (spatial filler distribution in the matrix) and the final
properties.

Although several researchers reported on CNTorientation in low
viscous polymers (e.g. polysiobutylene, h0¼ 0.5e10 Pas) or uncured
epoxies [53e55], those effects are expected to be dominant only at
very high deformation rates (e.g. in melt spinning) and/or if the
orientation is frozen very fast (e.g. close to the surface of injection
molded parts). Even for polymer melts with higher viscosities (e.g.
polycarbonate, h0 ¼ 102 Pas) the use of shaping techniques with
different effective shear rates (10e105 s�1) indicated flow induced
orientation of MWCNTs to be significant only in the case of micro-
injection molding with shear rates above 105 s�1, as investigated
using TEM from the middle of the samples [56]. Although it cannot
be excluded, we consider CNT orientation in the whole composite
volume as an effect of second order for polymer melt processing
under moderate conditions. A more detailed discussion of the rela-
tion between agglomeration/re-agglomeration, on the one hand,
and orientation on the other handwill be given in Section 4.7 below.

Considering the production chain starting from melt mixing to
the extruded semi-finished goods or injection molded plastic parts,
Fig. 5. Electrical conductivity of (a) an amorphous and (b) a semi-crystalline polymer-MWCN
related to heating above the glass transition temperature (Tg), annealing of the melt and cool
PP with 2 wt% MWCNT are shown during melting, isothermal annealing and crystallization
the initial agglomerates (Fig. 4a) of the filler have to be first well
dispersed in the polymer matrix (Fig. 4b). During the second pro-
cessing or shaping step (extrusion, injection molding, compression
molding, spinning) the final filler network is formed by secondary
agglomerates or clusters (Fig. 4c), which then determines the final
properties. It has been experimentally established that the so-
called secondary agglomeration of CNT can occur in the quiescent
melt as well as under shear deformation [31e36]. The secondary
agglomeration leads to the formation of inhomogeneous conductive
filler networks (including ‘hierarchical filler structures’) and is
considered to be a key process for understanding the dependence
of electrical conductivity on thermal and rheological prehistory.

The conductive filler arrangement created in this process is
finally ‘frozen’ by the glass transition, when the melt is cooled
down to room temperature, or in the case of thermosetting or other
reacting systems, by gelation and/or reaction-induced glass tran-
sition. For semi-crystalline polymers, the conductive filler
arrangement might be frozen as well, either because the CNTs
nucleate crystallinity and are included in the crystals or because of
topological restraints in the remaining amorphous phase. Fig. 5a
and b show exemplarily the influence of thermal history on the
electrical conductivity in an amorphous matrix polymer (poly-
carbonate (PC) with 1 wt%MWCNT) and a semi-crystalline polymer
(polypropylene (PP) with 2 wt%MWCNT). After heating the PC-CNT
composite (Fig. 5a) above the glass transition temperature of the
matrix polymer, Tg, the secondary agglomeration starts and leads to
an increase of conductivity. By cooling below Tg the conductive filler
network is frozen in the glassy polymer matrix. Interestingly, the
conductivity in the glassy state is slightly increasing during cooling,
T composite during heating-annealing-cooling cycles. The conductivity change in (a) is
ing below Tg of a PC-CNT composite (1 wt% MWCNT). In (b) the conductivity changes for
(redrawn from Ref. [7]).
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which can be explained by thermal shrinkage of the PC matrix
which reduces the distance between the CNTs.

An example for the ‘fixation’ of the conductive network in
a semi-crystalline polymer (PP with 2 wt% MWCNT) is shown in
Fig. 5b [7]. After very fast heating from 100 �C to 200 �C, which is
above the melting temperature of polypropylene (Tm z 145 �C),
the sample was annealed for 5 h. The sample was then cooled
below the crystallization temperature with 0.2 K/min. The initial
conductivity at 100 �C represents a situation, where the CNT
network was (at least partially) destroyed by the squeeze flow
during compression molding. During melting and isothermal
annealing the sample undergoes an insulator-conductor transition
which can be related to secondary agglomeration. During cooling
the polypropylene crystallizes and the CNT network is ‘trapped’ in
the semi-crystalline structure. The stepwise decrease of the
conductivity during crystallization is explained by the reduction
of the matrix conductivity due to immobilization of charge
carriers.

3. Dispersion of initial nanotube agglomerates

3.1. MWCNT material structure

In order to use the excellent intrinsic properties of carbon
nanotubes, in a first step the initial agglomerates have to be dis-
integrated and the CNTs have to be well dispersed in the matrix. In
this context, the dispersion process of MWCNT materials refers to
the individualization of the supplied nanotube material into the
smallest dispersible unit, namely single carbon nanotubes, within
the polymer matrix. However, due to the synthesis process of
MWCNT materials, they are usually provided in a strongly
agglomerated state, named initial (primary) agglomerates. In these
agglomerates the nanotubes are hold together by physical entan-
glements due to structural defects during their growth and van der
Fig. 6. Scanning electron microscopy images of MWCNT powder at two magnifi
Waals interactions between them. Especially in case of fluidized
bed methods used in large scale MWCNT production, curved,
entangled, and intertwined tubes can be generated strongly devi-
ating from the idealized shape of a cylinder. Such initial agglom-
erates can possess very high cohesive strength and may be difficult
to disperse. Fig. 6 presents exemplarily the structure of two
commercially available MWCNT materials, namely Baytubes�

C150P from Bayer MaterialScience (Leverkusen, Germany) and
Nanocyl� NC 7000 from Nanocyl S.A. (Sambreville, Belgium) both
produced by a CVD method and having similar diameters of about
10 nm of the single nanotubes [58]. The SEM micrographs of as
received nanotube powders illustrate more loosely packed but
larger agglomerates for Nanocyl�NC 7000 having a “combed yarn”
structure, whereas the Baytubes� C150P material shows much
denser but smaller initial agglomerates with a “bird nest” structure.
According to the suppliers, the bulk density of Nanocyl � NC 7000
is 60 kg/m3 [59], whereas that of Baytubes� C150P is reported to be
120e170 kg/m3 [60]. In difference to the producer’s information
[59,60], length measurements of single nanotubes using TEM [58]
revealed significant differences in the x50 value between Nano-
cyl� NC 7000 and Baytubes� C150P of 1340 nm and 770 nm,
respectively.

3.2. Steps involved in dispersion

Whereas dispersion in a polymer matrix can be done using
different techniques, like solution mixing, in-situ polymerization,
latex approach and melt mixing, the main dispersion mechanisms
are the same. They include wetting of initial agglomerates by the
polymer, infiltration of polymer chains into the initial agglomerates
to weaken them, the dispersion of agglomerates by rupture and
erosion, and the distribution of individualized nanotubes into the
matrix. These mechanisms occur simultaneously during the mixing
and are influenced by the characteristics of nanotubes and polymer
cations: (a) Nanocyl� NC 7000, (b) Baytubes� C150P. Replotted from [61].
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as well as by the choice of mixing procedure and equipment.
During these processes, degradation of CNT (mainly by shortening)
and of the polymer matrix have to be avoided.

The wetting of initial agglomerates in solution or melt
depends mainly on the interfacial energy between CNTs and
wetting liquids. Especially functional groups on the nanotubes’
surface can influence the wetting behavior. In case of nonpolar
polyolefin melts already the wetting step can generate problems
since MWCNTs are reported to be rather polar [62].

The polymer infiltration into the primary agglomerates
significantly reduces the agglomerate strength and was found to be
important for the following dispersion steps. The infiltration
kinetics of a liquid into a porous media can be simplified regarded
using the LucaseWashburn equation. In case of a fully wettable
capillary, the time dependent infiltration length h(t)2 is given by (1),

hðtÞ2 ¼ r$g$cosq$t
2hl

; (1)

where hl is the dynamic viscosity, g is the interfacial tension
between capillary and liquid, q is the contact angle and r is the pore
radius. As can be seen from this equation, the infiltration is faster
when the pore radius is larger, i.e. for less dense packed agglom-
erates. It is also faster if the viscosity of the infiltrating liquid is
lower, which explains the much faster infiltration of solvents or low
viscous thermoset formulations as compared to thermoplastic
melts. Since the viscosity of polymer melts depends on shear rate,
molecular weight distribution and temperature, the infiltration
process can be affected by processing conditions and choice of raw
materials. The interfacial tension and the contact angle between
the nanotubes and the liquid also influence infiltration, i.e., liquids
having surface tensions similar to nanotubes infiltrate better.
Finally, the size of the agglomerates determines infiltration time:
smaller agglomerates are faster fully infiltrated. Additional effects
not considered by the LucaseWashburn equation are size exclusion
(polymer’s radius of gyration and pore diameter) and external
pressure, which can be present in conventional polymer processing
equipments.

The strength of agglomerates sM is commonly described using
the Rumpf equation (2) [63],

sM ¼ Z$f $FH
OP

; (2)

where Z represents the coordination number of primary particles, f
the packing density, FH the adhesion force and OP the particle’s
surface area. However, in case of entangled CNTs the equation of
Rumpf cannot be used to estimate the agglomerate strength due to
the existence of interlocking. The rupture of agglomerates demands
on the breakage or pull out of nanotubes. The number of nanotubes
crossing aplanar fracture surface canbe roughlyestimatedbymeans
of a stereological approach for isotropic fiber systems [74]. Together
with the mean force FN which is necessary for fiber pull out or
breakage the agglomerate strength can be estimated by Eq. (3):

sM ¼ f $FN
2A0

: (3)

Although, real CNT agglomerates exhibit strong deviations from
this simple model due to their inhomogeneity and/or anisotropy
and the fracture surface is not well defined, some important
conclusions can be drawn from Eq. (3). Generally, the tendencies
are similar to those according to the Rumpf equation. The
agglomerate strength sM increases with increasing packing density
within the initial agglomerates and with increasing values of FN (FH
respectively). In the case of failure by CNT pullout, FN and therefore
sM increase with increasing number of CNT entanglements and
with increasing strength of the attractive forces at the contacts of
neighboring CNTs. The number of entanglements itself increases
with the length of the CNTs and their packing density within the
agglomerates. The attractive interactions between the nanotubes
are noticeably reduced if they are infiltrated by a liquid, resulting in
a reduced strength of nanotube agglomerates.

Agglomerates are dispersed if the external stress generated by
the viscous flow is larger than the agglomerate strength, whereby
the latter can be significantly reduced after polymer melt infiltra-
tion. The relationship between these two stresses can be charac-
terized by the dimensionless fragmentation number Fa [64]:

Fa ¼ h$ _g

sM
; (4)

with the product of viscosity h and shear rate _g reflecting the shear
stress in case of simple shear and sM the maximum strength of the
agglomerates. Depending on the value of Fa, different mechanisms
for the dispersion of solid agglomerated particles in viscous flow
are discussed in the literature. For Fa >> 1 rupture or shutter
mechanisms are dominant. The rupture mechanism is character-
ized by breakage of agglomerates into two portions of similar size
by separation of the initial particles within a single event. The
shutter mechanism results in many nearly equivalently sized
smaller agglomerates after reaching a certain stress level, often the
level at which smaller agglomerates were compacted before. These
dispersion mechanisms are comparatively fast since they progress
nearly instantaneously. For Fa<< 1 erosion of smaller fragments or
individual particles from the agglomerate surface can occur. This
dispersion mechanism is a comparatively slowly propagating
process.

Finally, the smaller agglomerates and eroded individual nano-
tubes have to be distributed within the matrix melt, whereby the
remaining agglomerates continue to undergo rupture and erosion.

3.3. Characterization of dispersion and distribution

To understand or develop processing routes for polymer-CNT
composites it is necessary to quantify the nanotube dispersion and
distribution within a matrix, which is gained by microscopic
techniques. The state of dispersion is commonly understood as the
relationship between dispersed (individualized) and non-dispersed
CNTs and the degree of dispersion D can be defined as the ratio
between the volume fraction of dispersed nanotubes VVD and the
total volume fraction VVT of CNTs:

D ¼ VVD

VVT
(5)

Whereas VVT can be assessed from the mass fraction of CNTs and
the density ratio of matrix and carbon nanotube material, the
estimation of VVD is more difficult. Since in a classical sense only
isolated CNTs (not in touch with other CNTs) can be considered as
dispersed, the connectivity of every single CNT to its next neighbor
has to be investigated. This can be managed practically only by
using elaborated techniques such as TEM tomography which offers
nanometer resolution. However, in order to gain meaningful
information about the composite morphology with more simple
and accessible methods, the definition of the term ‘dispersion’ has
to be reduced or differentiated.

Light microscopy (LM) is commonly used to assess the
agglomerates in the range of some micrometers and larger but
cannot deliver information about agglomeration below this range.
Therefore, in LM the fraction of CNTs which cannot be detected is
considered as the dispersed fraction. In case of even cuts or thin
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sections with thicknesses of a few microns, the area fraction AA of
all remaining initial agglomerates (area ratio) can be used as
a relative measure for the non-dispersed fraction. This means only
samples with the same total amount of CNTs can be compared. A
lower amount of dispersed CNTs is indicated by comparatively
higher values of AA. This quantity has been used as a simple
measure for dispersion (the higher AA the worse the dispersion,
[65,66]). Additionally, the agglomerate size distribution, number
density [66e68], as well as spatial relationships between the
agglomerates [69,70] have been evaluated to gain information
about processing-structure-property relationships.

Similar to Eq. (5), the light microscopy based degree of disper-
sion DLM is described by:

DLM ¼ VVD

VVT
¼ VVT � f $VVA

VVT
; (6)

where VVD ¼ VVT � f $VVA is the volume fraction of dispersed CNTs.
VVT represents the total volume fraction of CNTs, VVA the agglom-
erate volume fraction from LM and f the packing density of CNTs
within the agglomerates (space filling factor).

In case of even cuts of the filled composite, VVA is represented by
the mean of AA. In case of thin sections, the mean of AA increases
linearly with the section thickness t. To obtain an unbiased estimate
for VVA, the mean of AA has to be determined for different section
thicknesses and extrapolated to zero.

For quantitative evaluation of DLM, the packing density of
nanotubes within the agglomerates f is needed, which is difficult to
assess. In some investigations a value of 0.25 was assumed (e.g.
[67,71,72]). However, it could be shown that this value can vary e.g.
for Nanocyl NC 7000material between 0.07 and 0.25, depending on
the compression which may occur during the first steps of melt
mixing especially for less compact agglomerates with low bulk
densities [73]. The value f may also vary for different nanotubes
materials. Thus, the determination of DLM includes a high uncer-
tainty, but it may be used as an approximate value to investigate the
effect of different processing conditions for a given nanotube
material [72].

The use of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) offers the
possibility to directly estimate the volume fraction of dispersed
CNTs. Thereby, CNTs which are individualized or part of a loose
cluster (packing density significantly lower than in initial agglom-
erates) are considered as dispersed. CNTs are also allowed to be in
touch. For isotropic CNT arrangements the mean of the total length
of dispersed CNTs within a unit volume is JV ¼ 4$LA=p$t, with LA
the mean length of projected CNTs per unit area and t the section
thickness [74]. With A0, the mean cross sectional area of the CNTs,
the degree of dispersion is given by:

DTEM ¼ 4LA$A0
p$t$VVT

(7)
Fig. 7. Optical micrographs of polycarbonate with 1 wt% MWCNT (Baytubes� C150HP) whe
viscosity, (c) high melt viscosity. Composites prepared at 280 �C, 50 rpm, 5 min, section th
Furthermore, TEM can be used to gain quantitative information
about the spatial distribution of CNTs. For this purpose, Pegel et al.
introduced the so-called distribution coefficient QPwhich describes
the deviation of the filler distribution from a random (Poisson)
distribution. It is based on the evaluation of the spherical contact
distribution function of the empirical data; details are given in [73].
A value of QP z 1 represents a uniformly distributed coverage
probability of CNTs, indicating homogeneously distributed nano-
tubes. Accordingly, increasing values of QP indicate the tendency of
CNT clustering resulting in inhomogeneous distribution and can be
used to characterize the formation of secondary agglomerates.
3.4. Influences of melt processing conditions on dispersion in small-
scale mixing

Beside the nanotubes agglomerate morphology (packing
density, nanotube arrangement, see 3.1.), the morphology of single
nanotubes (like length, diameter, waviness), the chemical surface
structure (like defect quality, functional groups, amorphous carbon
layer) and the interactions to the polymer melt, especially the
mixing conditions influence the kinetic of the steps involved in the
dispersion of initial agglomerates toward individualized nanotubes.

In small-scale batch compounding the influencing factors can be
better separated as compared to more complex conditions inside
laboratory or industrial scale extruders. Thus, in the following
investigations small-scale compounders were used.

The viscosity of the matrix, which can be adjusted to a certain
extent by the mixing temperature and shear rate, influences the
wetting and infiltration behavior as seen on Eq. (1). It can be also
assumed that, depending on the agglomerate dimension and the
time available for infiltration, the averaged agglomerate strength
sM in not completely infiltrated agglomerates decreasesmorewhen
using lower viscous matrices. Due to faster infiltration a higher
volume part of the agglomerate is affected. On the other hand, the
shear stress applied to the agglomerates is reduced at lower melt
viscosities resulting in lower Fa numbers and lower probability of
the rupture mechanism. Thus, under constant mixing conditions in
most cases more remaining initial agglomerates and worse
dispersion are obtained when using lower viscous matrices [68,75].
This is exemplarily shown in Fig. 7 for 1 wt% MWCNT (Baytubes�

C150HP) in polycarbonates with different melt viscosities [76].
When plotting the area ratio AA for different matrix viscosities
versus the applied mixing speed (Fig. 8) lower ratios AA are
observed with increasing mixing speed. The similar decrease for
different melt viscosities e at least for mixing speeds below
200 rpm e indicate, that the shear stress generated by the mixing
speed is of larger influence than the effect of melt infiltration.

As discussed above, for a given polymer grade the mixing
temperature determines the melt viscosity. An increasing
temperature leads therefore to a lower viscosity, a lower shear
re the polycarbonate differs in melt viscosity: (a) low melt viscosity, (b) medium melt
ickness 20 mm (reproduced from Ref. [76]).



Fig. 8. Area ratio AA vs. mixing speed for composites of PCs with different viscosity and
1 wt% Baytubes� C150HP (adapted from Ref. [66]).
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stress, sS, and a worse dispersion [77]. This is illustrated for PC
based composites with 1 wt%MWCNT by decreasing values of DTEM

in Fig. 9 for mixing temperatures above 240 �C. However, at 220 �C
a lower value of DTEM was found, which implies a significant
impaired infiltration ability due to the higher viscosity [77]. In
general, a competition between the actions of infiltration and shear
stress is expected. This can explain the “maximum” in Fig. 9. The
distribution coefficient QP (Fig. 9b) was found to increase with
mixing temperature illustrating increasing agglomeration/clus-
tering tendency on the nanoscale at higher mixing temperatures
[77].

When mixing is performed at constant shear stress by adapting
the melt temperatures in such a way that constant melt viscosities
are given, the importance of the melt infiltration step becomes
more obvious. This is illustrated in Fig.10, where the PCmatrix with
the lowest molecular weight shows the smallest agglomerates and
the lowest agglomerate area ratio as compared to the samples with
higher matrix molecular weight.

The mixing time influences the completeness of infiltration of
initial agglomerates (depending on their structure) and the mixing
energy incorporated in the system. In most cases, longer mixing
leads to better dispersion. On the other hand, polymer degradation
at longer mixing times may induce viscosity reduction or
Fig. 9. Influence of mixing temperature TM on the morphological quantities (a) DTEM and (b)
of a DACA microcompounder with equal screw speed and mixing time (50 rpm and 5 min
deteriorate the properties of the matrix or the nanotubes. Thus, an
optimum between good dispersion and degradation of polymer or
nanotube shortening should be found. An example for the influence
of mixing time on dispersion is shown in Fig. 11 for 1 wt% MWCNT
(Baytubes� C150HP) in PC. At higher mixing speeds lower area
ratios AA are obtained for all mixing times [66]. Interestingly, two
time intervals with different slopes are indicated in Fig. 11. Possibly,
the steep decrease of AA in the first 5 min of mixing e indicated for
all mixing speeds e is mainly influenced by CNT dispersion domi-
nated by infiltration and rupture, whereas the slower decrease at
later times mainly reflects erosion of the remaining smaller
agglomerates, even if both occur in parallel. In another study [77],
in PC with MWCNTs (Nanocyl N7000) increasing DLM and DTEM
values and decreasing QP values were approached at longer mixing
times. This effect is more pronounced at lower melt temperature
and was explained by a better nanotube individualization with
increasing mixing time and at lower temperatures (higher shear
stresses). For composites of polyamide (PA6) and MWCNTs
(Nanocyl NC 7000) at 150 rpm mixing speed increasing DLM values
with mixing time (up to 15 min) were reported, however at 50 rpm
amaximumwas found at 10min [65]. At both speeds the number of
agglomerates decreased with mixing time.

In accordance to Figs. 8 and 11, increasing screw speed results in
higher shear stress levels and higher fragmentation numbers, so
that the fast propagating dispersion mechanisms are promoted.
Thus, the dispersion normally increases with the screw speed,
illustrated in different systems in smaller and less numerous
remaining initial agglomerates (PA12, [75]), lower agglomerate
area ratios AA (PC, [66]), increasing dispersion indices DLM (PC, [72],
PA6, [65], PC, [77]) and DTEM (PC, [77]). In addition, with increasing
screw speed the distribution coefficient QP approaches the value of
one indicating increasing homogeneous distribution of the nano-
tubes (PC, [77]).

The amount of nanotubes to be inserted into the polymer
matrix also influences the dispersion. On the one hand, at higher
loadings the already dispersed nanotubes enhance the matrix
viscosity and thus the shear stresses acting on remaining initial
agglomerates. On the other hand, a good wetting and infiltration
may be restricted if there are too many nanotube agglomerates in
the melt. Usually, more and bigger agglomerates are observed
when increasing the nanotube amount. However, serious investi-
gations on that topic were not found.

The effect of higher shear forces involved when adding higher
amounts of nanotubes is used in the in two-step processing mas-
terbatch technique. Here, first a masterbatch with relatively high
QP. The composites of 1 wt% NC 7000 in polycarbonate have been processed by means
), the corresponding shear stresses are indicated (reproduced from Ref. [77]).



Fig. 10. Optical micrographs of polycarbonate with 1 wt% MWCNT (Baytubes� C150HP) where the polycarbonates differ in molecular weight but show the same melt viscosity: (a)
low molecular weight (Makrolon 2205, 240 �C), (b) medium molecular weight (Makrolon 2600, 290 �C), (c) high molecular weight (Makrolon 3108, 310 �C). Composites prepared at
100 rpm, 5 min, temperatures adjusted to obtain a zero shear viscosity of about 500 Pas, section thickness 20 mm, replotted from Ref. [76].
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nanotubes loading (typically 10e20 wt%), thus generating high
shear forces favorable for dispersion, is prepared. In a second step
this masterbatch is molten again to be mixed with pure matrix
material for its dilution [78]. For masterbatches in most cases low
viscosity matrices are chosen due to the better agglomerate infil-
tration and the expected high viscosity increase at such high load-
ings. Miscibility of thematrix and dilution polymer is a requirement
for the gradual expansion of the aimed dense network-like nano-
tube structure in the masterbatch: This was shown clearly in [79]
where blend-like structures with nanotubes only in the initial
masterbatch phase were found when diluting a PP masterbatch
from Hyperion Catalysis International using a maleic anhydride
grafted PP. Best dispersion and distribution can be found when
using for the dilution the same polymer like in the masterbatch or
one with similar rheological properties [79]. In most cases, after
a two-step process a better dispersion is found as compared to
direct incorporation,which can be assigned to the already described
effect of higher shear forces but also to the longer effective mixing
time. However, a two-step melt mixing process may cause a more
distinctive decrease of the nanotube length, which may negatively
influence the electrical percolation and mechanical enhancement.

3.5. Influences of nanotube material and polymer type

As described in 3.1, MWCNT materials from different producers
can have different characteristics concerning nanotube and
agglomerate morphology and their surface characteristics. As
already discussed above, melt infiltration is enhanced if the
Fig. 11. Area ratio AA vs. mixing time at different mixing speeds for composites of PC
(low viscosity) with 1 wt% Baytubes� C150HP (reproduced from Ref. [66]).
agglomerate structure is less dense and more open and the wetting
with the polymer melt is better. It is also more complete (at given
mixing conditions) if the initial agglomerates are smaller. It could
be also shown, that agglomerates of nanotubes with shorter length
or larger outer diameters can be easier dispersed [76]. This may be
explained by higher agglomerate strength of the initial agglomer-
ates in case of thinner and longer nanotubes, since thinner nano-
tubes have a relatively higher surface area and more interactions
between the tubes, whereas longer nanotubes tend to a higher
number of contacts and more entanglements between them. In
addition, purification of nanotubes may lead to more pronounced
CNTeCNTcontacts (e.g. to larger van derWaals forces) as compared
to nanotubes with amorphous carbon layers on their surface and
therefore can show higher agglomerate strength.

An example of the influence of different nanotube materials in
polyamide 12 is shown in Fig. 12, where light microscopy images of
composites with 2 wt% MWCNT processed under identical condi-
tions are shown. A simple assignment of the origin of the observed
different states of dispersion cannot be done as the quality of the
nanotubes differs in more than one parameter.

Another example for the influence of different nanotube mate-
rials, related to different structures within the initial agglomerates,
is shown for polycarbonate in [57]. The correlation between the
dispersability assessed from sedimentation studies of nanotubes in
aqueous surfactant dispersions and in polymer matrices was more
thoroughly studied in PA6.6 ([80]) and could be confirmed also for
other systems (PA12, [75], PC, [52]).

On the other hand, the interactions between CNTs and the
polymer matrix play an important role for the dispersion process.
Fig. 13 shows an example where 1 vol% MWCNT (Nanocyl NC 7000)
were introduced into different thermoplastic matrices using
a DACA microcompounder run at 100 rpm for 5 min. The melt
temperatures were adapted in such a way that the melt viscosities
and thus the shear stresses were constant at 500 Pas (details see
Ref. [81]). In Fig.14 the area ratio AA obtained from a series of optical
micrographs is plotted versus the interfacial energy which was
calculated using the harmonic mean equation based on literature
values for the polymers and a reference for nanotubes [62].

Even if there is a tendency that the dispersion gets worse with
increasing interfacial energy, no general relationship can be found
for all polymers, since PS and PMMA deviate from that tendency.
This may be addressed to the high chain stiffness of PS and the
bulky methyl acrylate side groups in PMMA, which may hinder
infiltration and interactions of these polymers with the initial
agglomerates. In the ranking of the other polymers, polyolefins
having the highest interfacial energy to nanotubes show the worst
dispersion. PA6.6 with the lowest interfacial energy shows the best
dispersion. The situation is similar when plotting the dispersion
index DLM versus the effective Hamaker constant as shown in [81].



Fig. 12. Effect of different nanotube materials at 2 wt% loading on their dispersion in PA12, light microscopy images (5 mm thin cuts): (A) Nanocyl� NC 7000, (B) Future Carbon CNT-
MW-K, (C) Baytubes� C150P. Replotted from Ref. [75].
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3.6. Examples for mixing in continuous extruders

These presented processing-dispersion relationships can be
extended to a certain amount also toward melt processing using
continuous melt mixing processes like twin-screw extrusion.

Whereas influencing parameters can be separately investigated
in batch compounding, they are interrelated in a continuous
extrusion process. Thus, increased screw speed or throughput
results in shorter residence times, as also different screw designs
can do. In order to have measures for the extrusion process, the
specific mechanical energy (SME) is quite often used, indicating the
amount of energy introduced into a unit mass of the material. In
case of continuous extrusion processes the SME is defined by

SME ¼ 2ps$N
_m

(8)

where s denotes the torque necessary for driving the screw, N the
screw speed and _m the throughput. It is generally assumed, that
high SME increases dispersion as higher shear stresses are
generated.

As concluded from small-scale mixing studies, high screw
speeds leading to a high shear stress level and long mixing times
result in better CNT dispersions. Similar effects were observed
recently on twin-screw extruded composites based on poly(lactic
acid) (PLA) [67], poly(caprolactone) (PCL) [82], and polycarbonate
(PC) [77] with MWCNT (NC 7000) material.
Fig. 13. Effect of polymer matrix material on the dispersion (optical micrographs) of 1 vol% M
(e) PP (200 �C), (f) LDPE (170 �C). Composites produced at 100 rpm, 5 min, processing temp
from Ref. [76].
Due to the industrial relevance of the masterbatch dilution
technique, detailed investigations were done on the production of
high-quality masterbatches with good dispersion. For PLA based
composites [67] the processing conditions screw configuration,
screw speed, and temperature profile were found to influence CNT
dispersion and distribution during the masterbatch production
using 15 or 7.5wt% NC 7000. A rotation speed of 500min�1 that still
ensures a certain residence time of the melt combined with a screw
profile containing mainly mixing elements were found to be best in
dispersing and distributing 7.5 wt% MWCNT in the PLA matrix
during both, the masterbatch step as well as the dilution step
toward 0.75 wt%.

In a more detailed investigation on the influence of screw
configuration, rotation speed, and throughput on the residence
time, SME and the resultingmacroscopic CNT dispersion performed
on PCL based masterbatches with 7.5 wt% NC 7000 [82], the best
dispersion was found for an extended screw with L/D ¼ 48
(compared to L/D ¼ 36), a high rotation speed of 500 min�1 and
a low throughput of 5 kg/h. The following dilution using the
conditions optimized for the masterbatch production step lead to
electrical percolated and agglomerate free compression molded
samples at 0.5 and 1 wt% loadings.

Whereas in both these studies for the masterbatch step the
nanotubes were fed together with the polymer granules into the
hopper of a Berstorff ZE 25 extruder, a recent paper [83] indicates,
that depending on the nanotube material structure also the feeding
WCNT NC 7000: (a) PA66 (265 �C), (b) PET (290 �C), (c) PC (300 �C), (d) PA12 (220 �C),
erature indicated along with the name of polymer, section thickness 20 mm. Replotted



Fig. 14. Effect of polymer matrix type on dispersion, area ratio of remaining initial CNT
agglomerates AA versus interfacial energy between nanotubes and polymer (dashed
line is for guiding eyes). Replotted from Ref. [76], details see there.
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Fig. 15. Relationship between dispersion (remaining initial agglomerate area ratio AA)
and the specific mechanical energy (SME) introduced during twin-screw extrusion of
polycarbonate based composites with 3 wt% Baytubes� C150P using a Berstorff ZE 25
extruder by varying throughput and rotation speed (AA from 5 mm thin sections).
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conditions have influence on the dispersion. In this study,
Baytubes� C150P material with a high bulk density and NC 7000
withmuch lower bulk densitywere fed directly either in the hopper
or using a side feeder attached at about one third of the length of the
extruder into the melt to generate PP based composites. For
Baytubes� C150P, feeding together with the solid polymer granules
into the hopper resulted in better dispersion, whereas for NC 7000
the use of the side feederwas favorable. Thiswas explainedwith the
finding, that for materials with high bulk density higher shear
forces (and longer residence times) are needed for dispersion,
whereas the NC 7000 agglomerates with lower bulk densitymay be
compacted when added in the hopper and are more gently
dispersed when added in the molten polymer state.

In a recent study by McClory et al. [84] the influence of screw
speed during twin-screw extrusion on dispersion and electrical
percolation threshold of polystyrene-MWCNT was investigated.
The dispersion was best at 100 rpm, whereas also lower dispersion
qualities achieved at 20 and 70 rpm lead to comparable electrical
percolation thresholds between 1 and 3 wt% addition. The highest
mixing speed of 150 rpm led to worse dispersion and a significantly
higher percolation threshold.

Detailed investigations concerning the direct MWCNT incorpo-
ration were performed using polycarbonate and Baytubes� C150P
by varying the throughput and the rotation speed at a given screw
(screw 5 in [82]) and temperature profile using a Berstorff ZE 25
extruder. For the composites with 3 wt% C150P, the remaining
agglomerate area ratio AA is plotted in Fig. 15 versus the SME,
illustrating the strong interrelation between both. Thereby the SME
increases with rotation speed (varied between 100 and 1000 rpm)
but decreases with throughput (varied between 5 and 15 kg/h). On
the other hand, the residence times decreased with rotation speed
and throughput.

3.7. Nanotube shortening during melt dispersion

It was long time assumed, that carbon nanotubes do not tend to
break during melt mixing as due to their hollow structure they
show a very high flexibility, unlike carbon nanofibers. However,
there were already early indications for a shortening during melt
mixing, as decreased conductivity values when prolonging melt
mixing time could be explained only by assuming length reduction
[8]. Also optical impressions from nanotubes recovered after
hydrolysis of the polymer matrix indicated in the case of PA6-
MWCNT (NC 7000) nanocomposites shorter tubes after more
severe mixing conditions (300 rpm vs. 50 rpm mixing speed at
15 min mixing using a small-scale mixer) [65]. The difficulty to
assess the nanotubes length after melt mixing consist in removing
the nanotubes without further alteration from the composites in
such away, that lengthmeasurements, usually done by TEM, can be
performed. As shown earlier, the electrical percolation behavior is
discussed in context with the aspect ratio, which reduces with
nanotube shortening during processing. Also mechanical rein-
forcement is connected with the aspect ratio of the reinforcing
fibers and was found to be reduced when the aspect ratio of
MWCNTs is lower [58]. It may be assumed that the processes of
secondary agglomeration are depending on the aspect ratio of the
nanotubes as well as the rheological changes with nanotubes
addition. In general, it is the aim to retain the high aspect ratio of
as-produced nanotubes; even if dispersion is more difficult when
having longer nanotubes in the initial agglomerates (see Eq. (3) and
its discussion). Shortening is expected to occur mainly on structural
defects in the nanotubes walls when the shear forces are exceeding
the strength of the nanotubes at such locations. Thus, shortening
should be less pronounced in high quality structure nanotubes.

Only recently it got possible to assess nanotubes shortening
after melt mixing using the samemethodology for investigating as-
produced and melt-processed tubes [52]. The industrial grades
Baytubes� C150HP and Nanocyl� NC 7000 were dispersed in
chloroform, which was shown to induce a good dispersability as
compared to other solvents. Using the same solvent and very mild
ultrasonication the polycarbonate matrix of melt processed nano-
tube composites was dissolved. The nanotube-solvent dispersions
were located in a suitable concentration on a TEM grid so that
individualized nanotubes could be characterized concerning their
length distributions using image analysis. The applicability of this
method was shown for two different composites based on different
PC and CNT types produced under different conditions. Surpris-
ingly, in both cases a significant shortening to values of 50%
(initially shorter Baytubes� C150HP) and 30% (initially longer
Nanocyl� NC 7000) of the initial length was found. An example is
shown for Baytubes� C150HP in Fig. 16.

Some more quantitative results were reported for composites
with ball milled nanotubes [85]. Whereas the dry grinding of
MWCNTs (NC 7000) in a ball mill led to reduction of the length to
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54% (after 5 h) and 35% (after 10 h), the melt mixing into poly-
carbonate using two-step twin-screw extrusion (masterbatch
approach) resulted in shortening up to 31%, 50% and 66% of the
different initial nanotubes lengths. Thus, in future investigations
attention should be paid not only to the state of nanotube disper-
sion but also to retain the CNT length.

3.8. Concluding remarks how to achieve good dispersion of initial
agglomerates

The remaining initial nanotube agglomerates reduce the amount
of nanotubes available for electrical percolation and act as imper-
fections in mechanical tests. Therefore, it is important to obtain
individualized nanotubes by melt mixing. The dispersion process is
mainly governed by wetting and infiltration of the melt into initial
agglomerates and thedispersion steps ruptureand erosion. Nanotube
materials with smaller and more loosely packed structure offer
advantages in the infiltration step. Dispersion is assumed to be also
more effective, if the interaction between polymer and nanotubes
promotes wetting and infiltration. Interactions can be improved by
modifying the nanotube’s surface (e.g. plasma modification) or the
polymermatrix, like adding functional groups, e.gmaleic anhydride,
or adding compatibilizer/dispersing agents. Shorter and thicker
nanotubes aremore easily todispersewhich is connectedwith lower
agglomerate strength. However, inmost cases, length, diameter and
packingdensityare interrelatedandcannotbe influencedseparately.

High mixing energy and long residence time (both are interre-
lated in extrusion processes) were found to be the most important
factors achieving good dispersion. However, high values of both
may lead to nanotube shortening, which was not investigated in
detail so far.

During the mixing processes it can be assumed that the later
described processes of secondary agglomeration already simulta-
neously occur to a certain extent, especially if low shear stresses are
applied in certain zones of the extruder.

4. Thermally-driven and shear-induced agglomeration

4.1. Agglomeration and thermal history

As already discussed in the introduction (see Figs. 3e5), samples
with well dispersed nanotubes show usually a lower conductivity
as compared to those after secondary agglomeration due to
Fig. 16. Comparison of length distribution of Baytubes� C150HP before (pristine MWCNTs
MWCNT) including a TEM image of pristine Baytubes� C150HP. Replotted from Ref. [61], com
thermodynamic driving forces or external forces (here: shear
deformation). This can be explained by polymer chains within the
contact regions of CNTs which ‘insulate’ the individual CNTs
[21,31,33]. It has been further argued that a secondary agglomeration
process [31e37] is needed to create a conductive ‘superstructure’
built by agglomerates or clusters. In these papers it has been
assumed that the secondary agglomeration leads to an inhomoge-
neous nanotube distribution with regions having higher CNT
concentrations and correspondingly smaller distances between
CNTs. Such regions are regarded as secondary agglomerates. Alter-
natively, the picture of a fractal type of structure applies. For very
small inter-particle distances (smaller than a few nm) tunneling of
electrons between CNTs is expected to reduce the contact resis-
tance [24,86e89]. Although the tunneling is assumed to be the
dominant mechanism between the CNTs, the charge transport in
the polymer matrix (ion conductivity, electron hopping) has also to
be taken into consideration. Even if we show in this section mainly
results on MWCNTs in polycarbonate, the following arguments are
quite general. The same type of behavior has been found also for
other matrices (e.g. PP, PE, PCL and PA) and CNT materials. Differ-
ences in the specific interactions can alter kinetic constants of CNT
rearrangements and the absolute values of the final properties, but
do not change the general character of the underlying mechanisms.

As an example, the dependence of the AC conductivity of
compression molded plates (0.6 vol% MWCNT in PC) on the
compression molding temperature and the resulting CNT
arrangement are illustrated in Fig. 17. Details of the mixing and
pressing conditions can be found in [57]. The graphs show the
frequency dependent conductivity and corresponding TEM images
illustrate the states of CNT distribution. The lower micrograph
shows a sample with homogeneously distributed individualized
nanotubes, where the ‘initial agglomerates’ are destroyed by melt
mixing at 250 �C (15 min with 50 rpm, small-scale compounder).
This state is well preserved after pressing at 250 �C with a velocity
of 6 mm/min. The DC conductivity (<10�16 S/cm) of this sample is
in the order of magnitude of the neat polymer. The sample
prepared from the same composite material but compression
molded at 300 �C (6 mm/min) with an electrical conductivity of
5�10�4 S/cm represents an inhomogeneous nanotube distribution
with secondary agglomerates. The more homogeneous distribution
in the lower micrograph is related to the higher viscosity at 250 �C
which prevents formation of ‘secondary agglomerates’ by higher
shear forces. On the other hand, the lower viscosity at 300 �C has
) and after processing (as recovered from a melt-processed PC composite with 1 wt%
posite preparation: PC, DACAmicrocompounder, 280 �C, 300 rpm, 5 min (see Ref. [66]).



Fig. 17. Frequency dependent conductivity of compression molded polycarbonate/
MWCNT plates (0.6 vol% MWCNT, obtained by masterbatch dilution at 250 �C) and the
related TEM micrographs (insert): The sample with low conductivity (open circles)
represents homogeneously distributed invidualized nanotubes after compression
molding at 250 �C. The conductive sample (closed symbols) represents an inhomo-
geneous nanotube distribution with secondary agglomerates after compression
molding at 300 �C. The initial state of dispersion and distribution after melt mixing
was similar to that of the low conductivity sample. Adapted from Ref. [57], details see
there.
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been found to accelerate nanotube agglomeration during
compression molding [57].

The acceleration of secondary agglomeration by increasing
temperature in the quiescent melt of a PC/MWCNT composite with
0.6 vol% MWCNT is illustrated in Fig. 18. The time-dependent
conductivity measurements were performed using a rheo-
electrical setup described before [31,33]. In Fig. 18a the experi-
mental procedure is illustrated: By isothermal annealing for 2 h at
230 �C (without shear) of the as-prepared sample an agglomerated
initial state has been prepared. This is indicated by a conductivity
increase by about three orders of magnitude [31,33]. In the second
step the network of agglomerated CNT is destroyed - at least
partially - by a well defined short shear pulse (duration: 10 s, shear
rate: _g ¼ 1 s�1). The shear-induced destruction is followed by
reformation of the conductive filler network in the quiescent melt
(t > 120 min). As it has been shown in [36] (see Fig. 6 there) the
dynamic shear modulus G0 shows also an increase in the same time
interval. However, whereas the electrical conductivity increases by
about 6 orders of magnitude, the shear modulus increases only
from about 60 Pa to about 1000 Pa. This supports our assumption
Fig. 18. (a) Conductivity during different stages of the rheo-electrical experiment (isotherma
temperature dependence of the conductivity recovery for polycarbonate with 0.6 vol% MWC
“conductivity recovery” (gray line in a) are explained in Section 4.3.
that the mechanisms of stress transfer (“modulus recovery”) and
charge transport (“conductivity recovery”) in the combined
polymer-filler network are different. Whereas the electrical prop-
erties are rather related to the contact regions between the tubes
(length scale of the tunneling distance), the mechanical properties
seem to be strongly influenced by the coupling between the fillers
via the polymer chains.

In Fig. 18b the conductivity increase in the quiescent melt
(second step) is shown for different melt temperatures. The accel-
eration of the conductivity increase can be explained by a thermal
activation of nanotube diffusion which seems to be dominated by
the viscosity of the matrix. However, from the available data one
cannot identify the diffusion mechanism (transversal, rotational,
Fickian, non-Fickian etc.). Similar temperature dependence for the
“conductivity recovery” has been found before for MWCNT in
different polymer matrices by in-line measurements during
extrusion [34]. In these experiments the conductivity was found to
increase by several orders of magnitude, after the extruder was
stopped.

4.2. Shear-induced agglomeration and de-agglomeration

As shown in Fig. 18, rheo-electrical experiments combining
measurements of electrical conductivity and rheological proper-
ties under well-defined shear conditions can provide a deeper
understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms of the CNT
network formation and destruction. To our knowledge those
experiment where first time applied to CNT-polymer composites
by Migler and co-workers [90,91] who showed a reduction of
electrical conductivity and viscosity under steady shear flow. The
break-down of the conductivity for a wide variation of shear
rates and MWCNT concentrations was somewhat later observed
in [91] for PP/MWCNT composites. Somewhat later our group
showed time-resolved rheo-electrical experiments during
thermal annealing (see Section 4.1) and during transient shear
and steady shear deformation on MWCNTs in PC [31,33,35e37].
The conductivity measurements shown in the following were
performed combining an electrometer or an impedance analyzer
for measurement of DC and AC conductivity, respectively, with
a laboratory rheometer (ARES, Rheometric Scientific). The
experimental setup for combined measurements of the dynamic
shear modulus and the DC conductivity is schematically repre-
sented in Fig. 19. The rheometer tools (plateeplate geometry) act
as electrodes [31e33]. In most experiments ring electrodes were
used to obtain better defined shear rates in the region of the
electrical field.
l annealing e short transient shear deformation e isothermal annealing) [31,33] and (b)
NT in a rheo-electrical setup with ring electrodes. The model equations for the fit of the



Fig. 19. Schema of the experimental setup for combined measurements of the
dynamic shear modulus and DC conductivity.
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To study the shear-induced destruction and build-up of the
conductive filler network, time-dependent conductivity measure-
ments have been performed for a PC/MWCNT composite with
initially agglomerated (Fig. 20a) and dispersed MWCNT (Fig. 20b).

The sample with agglomerated MWCNT (Fig. 20a) was prepared
by 1 h of isothermal annealing similar to the first step in Fig. 18a.
Then a steady shear deformationwith a small shear rate of 0.02 s�1

was applied for 1 h; followed by isothermal annealing without
shear. During 1 h of steady shear the conductivity approaches
a dynamic equilibrium state of the filler network. As expected the
conductivity in the quiescent melt increases due to reformation of
the CNT network [35,36]. In case of the initially well-dispersed
nanotubes (Fig. 20b) an injection molded sample was fast heated
to 230 �C in order to keep the CNT almost dispersed and then the
shear-stimulated agglomeration of the CNTs was investigated. In
comparison to a much slower increase in the quiescent melt (not
shown), a small shear deformation (0.02 s�1) can already induce
and accelerate an insulator-conductor transition with a conduc-
tivity increase by about 6 orders of magnitude. The formation of the
network in external shear fields can be explained by a ‘picking-up’
mechanism under steady shear [35,36]. In the process the nano-
tubes in a shear gradient are collecting other nanotubes on their
way and sticking to each other. This mechanism is different from
the nanotube network formation driven by Brownian diffusion of
attractively interacting nanofillers. As will be shown in Fig. 30
(below), CNT orientation in the shear flow can be almost neglec-
ted for the shear rates used here.

In Fig. 21 the time development of the DC conductivity under
steady shear (shear rate: 0.02 s�1) is compared for four samples
(same material with 0.6 vol% MWCNT in PC) with different degrees
Fig. 20. Time-dependent conductivity for initially agglomerated (a) and well dispersed (b) co
for 1 h) and during quiescent annealing after shear at 230 �C. The inserts schematically sh
of initial secondary CNT agglomeration. The samples with
‘dispersed’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘agglomerated’ nanotubes were
prepared by different durations of agglomeration; for details see
Refs. [35,36]. Interestingly, all four samples approach for sufficient
duration of steady shear flow the same value of the electrical
conductivity. This steady conductivity value is assumed to repre-
sent a dynamic equilibrium state of the conductive filler network
[35,36].

The same experimental procedure has been applied more
recently to MWCNTs in an untreated epoxy matrix (0.1 wt%
MWCNT in bisphenol-A-based epoxy resin) as shown in Fig. 22; for
experimental details see Ref. [92]. Again, the sample with
‘dispersed’ and ‘agglomerated’ CNTs approach the same value of the
electrical conductivity after a sufficient time of steady shear
deformation with a shear rate of 0.5 s�1. Therefore, we assume that
the formation of a dynamic equilibrium state of the (conductive)
filler network is quite general for (nano) fillers with attractive
interaction and independent of the matrix viscosity. It is remark-
able that the agglomeration is much faster for the low viscous
epoxy (0.5 Pa s at 70 �C) compared to the polycarbonate melt, with
a viscosity of 5e10 kPa s at 230 �C. The low viscosity of the epoxy
leads to much larger agglomerates, so that the degree of dispersion
can be directly observed in the rheo-microscope. The optical
micrographs (inserts of Fig. 22) show that the initially differently
agglomerated samples approach comparable final states of
dispersion with identical conductivities. The solid lines represent
fits using the kinetic equation given on the following paragraph.
4.3. Modeling of build-up and destruction of agglomerates

The growth of the conductive network in a polymer melt can be
considered in the simplest case as a clustering process in which
attractive particles (here: well dispersed nanotubes) interact and
create a conductive agglomerate A (see e.g. Ref. [38]). In the
quiescent melt this leads to a time-dependent increase of the
volume fraction of agglomerates pA(t):

dpA
dt

¼ k0$ðpAN � pAÞ (9)

where pA is the volume fraction of conductive agglomerates, pAN is
the value for t / N and k0 is the kinetic coefficient for quiescent
agglomeration. For the case of conductive filler particles, these
agglomerates are assumed to form a conductive filler network of
‘percolated’ clusters or agglomerates [31,33,35e37]. For the
description of the agglomeration of nanotubes, kinetic equations of
first or second order kinetics have been tested. However, within the
experimental error is not possible to distinguish between both. In
mposites of MWCNT (0.6 vol%) in PC under steady shear deformation (dg/dt ¼ 0.02 s�1

ow the state of nanotube dispersion and the measuring cell with the sample.



Fig. 21. Time dependence of the DC conductivity under steady shear (shear rate of
0.02 s�1 at 230 �C) for four samples (0.6 vol% MWCNTs in PC) with different initially
degrees of CNT dispersion.
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Fig. 18(a) an example of such a fit (gray line) to the “conductivity
recovery” data by combining Eq. (9) with an equation for agglom-
erate percolation (see Eq. (12) below) is shown. For further details
and fit parameters see Ref. [31].

In the case of steady shear a kinetic equation with two shear-
dependent terms for shear-induced destruction and agglomera-
tion [31e34] is needed. For the assumption of additivity and first
order kinetics one can write:

dpA
dt

¼ k1
�
_g
�ðpAN � pAÞ � k2

�
_g
�
pA; (10)

where k1ð _gÞ and k2ð _gÞ are the kinetic constants for shear-
stimulated agglomeration and shear-stimulated destruction
process, respectively. The coefficients k1 and k2 are assumed to
depend on shear rate. Based on Eq. (10) the concentration of
agglomerates approaches for steady shear a steady state value

pA;steady ¼ pAN
k1

k1 þ k2
; (11)

which is determined by the interplay of destruction and build-up
effects of the agglomerates [35,36].
Fig. 22. Time dependent DC conductivity of CNT/epoxy suspensions containing 0.1 wt
% MWCNTs at 70 �C at a steady shear rate of 0.5 s�1 for two samples with initially
dispersed (6) and agglomerated (:) nanotubes. The inserts show optical micrographs
(1 mmwidth) of the initially and final states for both samples. The solid lines represent
fits using the kinetic equation developed in paragraph 4.3, taken from Ref. [92].
For the calculation of the electrical conductivity the solution
of Eq. (9) or (10) for pA(t) can be set alternatively into a ‘perco-
lation’ equation (e.g. Eqs. (12) and (13)), an expression based on
effective medium approach (Eq. (14)) or the modified Fournier
equation [31e34]. The filler content p ¼ pfiller in these equations
has to be replaced by the time-dependent content of conductive
agglomerates pAðtÞ. For the conductivity values of the filler sfiller
and the matrix smatrix the conductivity values of the nanotube
agglomerates sA and polymer have to be taken. The value pc is
now the percolation threshold of the ‘percolating’ conductive
agglomerates. It has been established for statistical percolation
[93e98], that near the critical concentration pc the DC conduc-
tivity sDC of the composite follows power laws above and below
the percolation threshold pc:

sDChs0ðp;u ¼ 0Þ ¼ smatrix

�
pc � p
pc

��s

; p < pc (12)

sDChs0ðp;u ¼ 0Þ ¼ sfiller

�
p� pc
1� pc

�t

; p>pc (13)

where smatrix and sfiller are the electrical conductivities of the
polymer matrix and the filler. The currently accepted values of the
critical exponents s and t [99e102] are s ¼ tz 1.3 for 2 dimensions
and s z 0.73, t z 2.0 for three dimensions.

An alternative description of the insulator-conductor transition
is the generalized effective medium (GEM) theory (see
Refs. [103e105]):

ð1� pÞ s1=smatrix � s1=sDC

s1=smatrix þ As1=sDC

þ pA
s1=tfiller � s1=tDC

s1=tfiller þ As1=tDC

¼ 0; (14)

where A ¼ ð1� pcÞ=pc. sDC . The simple assumption, that conduc-
tive agglomerates form the conductive filler network, has been
found to be rather successful to describe the time evolution of the
electrical conductivity under shear and in the quiescent melt
[31,32,34e37]. As stated above, the filler content p has to be
replaced by a time-dependent agglomerate concentration pAðtÞ and
for sfiller the conductivity of agglomeratess0;A has to be taken. An
alternative empirical equation to describe the insulator-conductor
transition has been proposed by Fournier et al. [106] and was
successfully applied to polymers containing CNT by Coleman et al.
[11], Curran et al. [107] and McCullen et al. [108]. This equationwas
also extended to the assumption of time-dependent agglomerate
concentration pAðtÞ [32,35,109].

All three approaches (percolation, GEM theory and empirical
Fournier equation) were compared for the same set of MWCNT
concentrations in PC [32] and in PP [109]. It turns out that all three
equations can fit the conductivity data with similar accuracy. In
order to keep the advantages of the percolation approach, we
made the assumption that the conductive agglomerates, which
form the percolation network, are randomly distributed [31].
Since the conductive agglomerate network (‘superstructure’) is
not necessarily built by randomly distributed agglomerates
without size distribution, it is obvious that our model is somehow
limited.

As shown by Skipa et al. [35] a differential equation with only
one variable (as in Eq. (10)) is not sufficient to describe the
experimental data. Formally, different sizes of agglomerates (in
the simplest case large and small agglomerates and, addition-
ally, separated nanotubes) can be introduced, each with a sepa-
rate variable for its fraction. Based on Eq. (10) the following
system of differential equation for N different types of
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Fig. 23. Schematic representation of the shear rates for a quasi-steady shear experi-
ment (upper graph) and an oscillatory shear experiment (lower graph).

Fig. 24. Shear-induced insulatoreconductor (upper graph) transition in a PC/MWCNT
melt (230 �C, 0.6 vol% MWCNT) during quasi-steady shear (shear rate: 0.02 s�1) and
simultaneously measured storage (G0) and loss modulus (G00) (lower graph) [36].
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agglomerates (e.g. different size or shape, including separated
CNTs) can be written:

dx1
dt

¼ �k1;1x1 þ k1;2x2 þ k1;3x3 þ.þ k1;NxN (15.1)

dx2
dt

¼ k2;1x1 � k2;2x2 þ k2;3x3 þ.þ k2;NxN (15.2)

...

dxN
dt

¼ kN;1x1 þ kN;2x2 þ.þ kN;N�1xN�1 � kN;NxN (15.N)

The boundary conditions are:

XN
i¼1

xi ¼ 1 (16)

ki;jð _gÞ (with isj) and ki;ið _gÞ (with i ¼ j) are the kinetic constants
for build-up and destruction of the agglomerates defined by the
indices (i and j). In this model also separated nanotubes are
included as one of the fractions. As discussed above in the general
case the kinetic constants are dependent on the shear rate and the
temperature. The fraction of nanotubes in the i-th agglomerate
fraction (xi) is related to the volume fraction of CNT belonging to
agglomerates of type i by pA;iðtÞ ¼ xiðtÞpCNT, where pCNT is the total
volume fraction of CNT in the sample. In this consideration, the
large agglomerates disappear due to shear-induced destruction
(term: �ki;ixi), and appear due to the shear-induced agglomeration
of the small agglomerates (term: ki;jxj with isj). The agglomeration
of separated individual nanotubes (T) can be included by the
assumption: x1 ¼ xT , k1;1 ¼ kT ;T ¼ 0 and k1;j ¼ kT ;j. In [35] it has
been shown that a simple three-component agglomeration model
can already describe a local minimum of the conductivity under
shear. An application of Eqs. (15.1)e(15.N) and Eq. (16) to quiescent
shear can be done by including terms of the type kixi. An extension
to other types of external deformations (e.g. oscillatory shear) by
different initial conditions is also possible. However, real network
formation is a much more complicated process and in general all
coefficients (ki, ki;j) depend on the shear rate, composite history,
temperature, polymer viscosity, etc. Therefore, experimental esti-
mation of those values can be difficult or even impossible. However,
the hierarchical set of equations illustrate the network morphology
to be a ‘hidden parameter’. Therefore, this ‘superstructure’ (e.g. of
fractal-type) should be included in theoretical considerations e.g.
by a structure factor of the filler network which depend on the
thermo-rheological history.

4.4. Relation between electrical and rheological properties

In the literature different results for the relationship between
“electrical” and “mechanical percolation” have been reported
[21,23,110e112]. Since the basic assumptions behind the concept of
a “percolation threshold” as a function of filler concentration do not
apply for not randomly distributed particles, it seems to be neces-
sary to consider the relationship between the resulting electrical
and rheological properties in more detail. For this reason we
combined measurements of electrical and rheological properties.
The rheometer was connected to a data acquisition systemwith an
analog output for the motor control [35e37], which allowed over-
laying steady rotation (shear rate: _gsteady) and small oscillations
( _gðtÞ ¼ _g0sin2pft) with frequency f (see Fig. 23, upper graph). From
the amplitude and phase of the torque oscillations and amplitude
and phase of the strain oscillations the complex shear modulus
(G* ¼ G0 þ i G00) was calculated. A strain amplitude of 1% was
applied. The influence of such small oscillations on the electrical
conductivity can almost be neglected [36]. Therefore, although we
overlay a small oscillation on top of a constant shear rate, we call
this experiment “steady shear” or “quasi-steady shear” experiment
with a shear rate _gsteady. The classical oscillatory shear experiment
(Fig. 23, lower graph) will be discussed in Section 4.6.

In Fig. 24 the time dependence of the conductivity, as well as G0

and G00 are plotted for a PC/MWCNT melt (0.6 vol% MWCNT) during
quasi-steady shear ( _gsteady ¼ 0.02 s�1, 230 �C). The initial sample
(t¼ 0), prepared by injectionmolding [35,36], represents amaterial
with almost well-dispersed nanotubes, with an initial low melt
conductivity similar to that of PC. When steady shear is applied
a tremendous increase of the DC conductivity (as shown before in
Figs. 20b and 21) and a simultaneous decrease of G0 and G00 is
observed. Both processes are related to the formation of a filler
network by agglomeration [35,36], which is schematically depicted
as inserts. As already discussed above, the formation of a network
of agglomerated CNTs is preferential for the electrical conductivity,
whereas it is not optimal for the mechanical reinforcement. In
order to obtain a conductive pathway in the matrix, an electrical
percolation network of interconnected conductive particles with
very small inter-particle distances, resulting in low contact



Fig. 25. Schematic representation of the differences between the conductivity (‘elec-
trical network’) and rheological properties (mechanical active filler network): The
shaped nanotubes are represented by black lines and the polymer chains by gray lines.
To symbolize the contact resistance an ‘electrical equivalent circuit’ was taken,
whereas the viscoelastic coupling between CNTs via polymer chains is represented by
a ‘dash pot’ for local friction and an ‘entropic spring’.
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resistances, is needed for an efficient electron transport through the
network. On the other hand, for the efficient reinforcement a strong
interaction between CNTs and the polymer chains together with
a homogeneous space distribution is necessary. The optimal
mechanical reinforcement is thus expected for well-dispersed
MWCNTs where the available CNT surface and the interfacial
region are large. Shear induced agglomeration of nanotubes (see
Fig. 24) creates secondary agglomerates, which results in a less
efficient reinforcement. In other words, ‘microfillers’ (spherical-like
agglomerates) replace well-dispersed ‘nanofillers’ (individual
MWCNTs or small agglomerates). Similar to the conductivity in
Fig. 21 the G’ and G00 values approach a steady state value for
different initial states of dispersion at sufficient duration of shear
[35,36]. However, there is another important difference between
the behavior of the electrical conductivity and the rheological (G’
and G00) properties under shear: the first quantity changes by
several orders of magnitude (logarithmic scale), whereas the
mechanical properties change only in a linear scale.

The different behavior of electrical and mechanical properties
gives a clear indication for the differences in charge transport and
transfer of mechanical momentums within the (same) filler
network. This difference is not surprising. On the one hand, the
electrical current is predominantly carried by the CNT network and
the connecting contacts, whereas the conductivity of the matrix is
almost negligible. On the other hand, the mechanical forces are
transferred in parallel by the CNT network, the polymermatrix, and
the CNT-polymer network. For the electrical properties the
complex contact resistance (symbolized by an ‘electrical equivalent
circuit’ in the scheme in Fig. 25) seems to be important, whereas
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Fig. 26. Steady-state values of the DC conductivity (a) and viscosity (b) vs. shear rate
the viscoelastic coupling between CNTs and the entangled polymer
chains (symbolized by a ‘dash pot’ for local friction and an ‘entropic
spring’) seems to determine the rheological properties.

4.5. Shear rate dependence and dynamic filler network

In order to investigate the shear-rate dependence of the elec-
trical and mechanical properties a set of PC/MWCNT samples
(0.6 vol% MWCNT) with ‘agglomerated’ MWCNTs and high elec-
trical conductivity were prepared by thermo-rheological pre-
treatment [36]. Then a constant shear rate _gsteady (in the range from
0.02 to 0.5 s�1), overlaidwith a small sinusoidal shear oscillation (as
described as a quasi-steady shear experiment in Section 4.4), was
applied to each of the samples for a sufficient time to reach
constant values for G’, G’’ and the transient shear viscosity hþ. For
calculation of the transient shear viscosity hþ ¼ hsðtÞi= _gsteady the
moving average of the torque hsðtÞi (averaged over one period of
the overlaid oscillation) was divided by the shear rate _gsteady [36].
After 1 h of shear all quantities reach for each of the shear rates
almost constant values, which represent a steady state of the
dynamic filler network. The corresponding values of sDC , G’, G’’ and
hþ were taken for the steady-state values for t / N. In Fig. 26
ssteady ¼ sDCðt/NÞ and hsteady ¼ hþðt/NÞ are plotted versus
shear rate. The steady state values of s, G0 and G00 (not shown) and
hþ represent a ‘dynamic equilibrium’ between destruction and
build-up of the filler network for the given shear rate. The forma-
tion of a ‘dynamic filler network’ seems to be a general feature for
attractive interacting fillers in a liquid matrix (including solid
suspensions). The decrease of ssteady and hsteady with shear rate in
Fig. 26 can be explained by dominance of destruction of the ‘con-
ducting’ and ‘viscoelastic’ networks, respectively. A similar shear
rate dependence of electrical conductivity and viscosity was re-
ported by Kharchenko et al. [90] and Obrzut et al. [91]. Kharchenko
et al. [90] used for description of shear thinning of a PP/MWCNT
composite the empirical Carreau equation [113],
hð _gÞ ¼ h0½1þ ð _gshÞ2��nf _g�mh , where sh and _gsh are the charac-
teristic time and the reduced shear rate, respectively. The decrease
of the electrical conductivity was described by an analogous
empirical function sð _gÞ ¼ s0½1þ ð _gssÞ2��n’

f _g�ms . In these papers
the decrease of both transport quantities with _g was explained by
reduction of the number of nanotube contacts by orientation or by
disruption in the flow.

The steady state conductivity data were extracted from the data
in [36]. For fitting of ssteady, we used a simple semi-empirical
equation [36]:

sstat ¼ s0

ð1þ t1 _gÞt
: (17)
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. The lines indicate fits as discussed in the text. For further details see Ref. [36].
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Fig. 27. (a) Steady state conductivity as a function of shear rate at different temperatures and for different MWCNT contents (0.75, 1 and 2 wt%). (b) ‘Master plot’ construction from
the data in the left graph (Reference curve: 340 �C, 2 wt%).
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The solid lines in Fig. 26a and b represent the fit with Eq. (17)
and the empirical Carreau equation, respectively, as used by
Kharchenko et al. [90]. The fit parameters and further details are
given in [36].

In Fig. 27a the steady state conductivities for PC/MWNCT
compounds of different MWCNT contents (0.75, 1 und 2 wt%),
different shear rates (between 0.02 and 1 s�1) and different melt
temperatures (230, 265, 295 and 340 �C) are summarized. The data
were measured as input parameters for a Finite Element model for
calculation of shear-induced conductivity during injection molding
[114]. Interestingly, the individual conductivity vs. shear rate curves
could be superposed by shifting along the shear rate axis. In Fig. 27b
the resulting ‘master plot’ construction from the data in Fig. 27a is
shown. The reference curve (not shifted) is the curve for 2 wt%
MWNCT and 340 �C. All other curves are multiplied by a so-called
shift factor aT ;FðT;fCNTÞ. Such a ‘master plot construction’ has
been established for rheological data of polymer melts long ago by
Ferry [115]. The curves in Fig. 27b show a similar shape for curves
measured at different temperatures or MWCNT content. Although
the shear rates are limited in our experiments to a maximum of
1 s�1 it seems to be possible to predict (e.g. for FEM simulations)
a larger range of shear rates. An extension of the shear rate up to
300 s�1 for 2 wt% MWCNT and 340 �C is already close to the
conditions in the injection molding process. Our ‘master curve
construction’ assumes that for the same (steady state) conductivity
at higher temperatures (i.e. lower viscosities) or higher MWCNT
contents higher shear rates are required, but that the underlying
mechanisms of destruction and build-up of the filler network are
Fig. 28. (a) Electrical conductivity versus experimental time for different oscillatory shear s
amplitudes, as indicated in the figure). (b) Conductivity, squared strain rate, torque and s
frequency 0.16 Hz).
the same. Similar to the ‘thermo-rheological simplicity’ for rheo-
logical master plots [115] one may introduce here a ‘thermo-rheo-
electrical simplicity’.

4.6. Oscillatory shear

In the previous sections destruction and build-up of the CNT
network was discussed for quasi-steady shear experiments using
a rheometer with external motor control. An alternative experi-
mental approach is the use of oscillatory shear experiments
[116e118] with sufficiently high strain amplitudes to influence the
CNT network (see Fig. 23, lower graph). Although, both experi-
ments can be explained by destruction and build-up of the filler
network, quite different facets are reflected. Oscillatory shear
experiments can be performed using commercial rheometers with
an upgrade for electrical conductivity measurements (no external
motor control is needed). As mentioned above in our rheometer
a ring electrode was used to guarantee an almost defined shear rate
in the volume used for conductivitymeasurements [35,36]. In order
to get sufficiently high data acquisition rates, the data were
acquired using a PXI data acquisition system (National Instru-
ments), using the analog output of an electrometer and the torque
and position signals from the ARES rheometer (Fig. 28). For calcu-
lation of the strain rate, the time derivative of the position signal
was taken.

The left graph in Fig. 28 shows an experiment, in which oscil-
latory shear strain amplitudes of 10, 100, 200, 300 and 400%
(frequencyof 1 s�1)were successivelyapplied to ameltwith 0.6 vol%
train for a melt with 0.6 vol% MWCNT at 230 �C (frequency of 1 Hz and different strain
train rate for steady-state conditions as a function of time (strain amplitude of 50%,



Fig. 29. TEM micrograph of ultrathin cuts (cuts perpendicular to the plate surface) of
an injection molded plate with 2 wt% MWCNT in PC for different depths from the
surface (center of the cut at a depth of left figure: 2 mm; right figure: 23 mm). The flow
direction is indicated by arrows. Replotted from Ref. [123].
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MWCNT at 230 �C. For recovery between the time intervals with
high shear strain, a lower shear amplitude of only 10% was
applied at a frequency of 1 Hz to produce a similar ‘initial state’.
At a first view, the conductivity in the oscillatory shear experi-
ments shows similar features as for steady shear experiments
(Section 4.5): e.g. it seems that the electrical conductivity
approaches a steady-state value. In order to compare the effect of
both oscillatory and steady shear, we introduced an effective
shear rate _geff as the average of the absolute value of shear rate _g

over one period:

_geff ¼ �j _gj� ¼ _g0=
p

2
¼ g0u=

p

2
; (18)

with gðtÞ ¼ g0sinut, _g0 ¼ g0u is the shear rate amplitude, and
h.:i denotes the average for one period of the oscillations. By
comparing oscillatory and steady shear experiments on the same
composite (not shown here) with equal values of effective shear
rate _geff (oscillatory experiment) and steady shear rate ( _gsteady)
the conductivity decrease is considerably lower for the oscillatory
experiment. This is not surprising since in the oscillatory experi-
ment for moderate shear amplitudes the CNT network is almost
reversibly deformed, whereas in the steady shear experiment the
network is irreversibly deformed. This is supported by the fact that
for increasing frequency the shear-induced network destruction
by the oscillatory shear becomes even less pronounced, since for
the same effective shear rate the shear amplitude is decreasing
with higher frequencies. The frequency dependence of g0 is given
by:

g0 ¼ _g0
u

¼ _geff
u

p
2
; (19)

which can be easily derived from Eq. (18) using

_g ¼ _g0$cosut ¼ g0u$cosut ¼ dðg0sinutÞ=dt: (20)

A first indication for this was given by Lellinger et al. some years
ago [116]. Shear induced destruction and at least partial reforma-
tion of the nanotube network by forward-backward shearing e

which is very similar to oscillatory shear e has been reported in
Ref. [37].

Fig. 28b shows the time-resolved dependence of the electrical
conductivity during sinusoidal shear with a strain amplitude of 50%
and a frequency of 1 rad/s (0.16 Hz). As it can be seen the torque is
almost proportional to the strain rate (torquefs ¼ h _g), with only
a minimal phase shift between the two signals. Thus, the mechan-
ical response of the sample is nearly that of a pure viscous system.
On the other hand, the electrical conductivity behaves quite
different: the frequency of the conductivity change is twice the
frequency of the mechanical excitation. This could be expected, if
the conductivity decreases with increasing squared strain rate.
Under this assumption, the conductivity should becomeminimal at
each maximum of the squared strain rate, and would get maximal
when the strain rate is zero. However our experiments show
a different behavior: the conductivity reaches its minimum shortly
before the strain rate gets zero, and the conductivity maximum is
located close before the maximum of the squared strain rate. In
terms of strain, the conductivity reaches itsmaximumat zero strain,
and its minimum at the reversal points of the oscillation, i.e. when
the strain is maximal [116]. This is different as expected for steady
shear and can be explained in terms of a memory effect of the
network of agglomerates. When the strain increases, the network
gets partially deformed or disrupted, and the conductivity
decreases. But after the reversal point of the oscillation of the strain,
the agglomerates return to their old positions, re-forming the
conductive network, and thus conductivity increases again. To
answer the question how long this “memory effect” persists,
a detailed investigation using transient shear signalswasmade [37].

4.7. Orientation versus agglomeration

The question, how orientation and agglomeration/de-
agglomeration of nanotubes in a shear flow are related to each
other is of particular interest for both, basic understanding and
polymer melt processing. Despite melt deformation occurring
during extrusion, the latter is of specific interest in injection
molding, which is a very complex non-isothermal process with
a combination of different flow fields [56]. Although elongation
flow can also play an important role, we concentrate in the
following only on shear flow during injection molding. On the one
hand, it is established since long by theoretical considerations that
rigid rods and non-spherical particles in general are oriented under
simple shear flow in viscous liquids [119e122]. Furthermore, as
stated already in the introduction, several authors [53e56] re-
ported on orientation of CNTs under mechanical deformation. On
the other hand, we stated in Sections 2.2. and 4.2. that the
competition between agglomeration and de-agglomeration is the
dominant factor for the final properties of CNTs dispersed in
a polymer matrix. In injection molded samples orientation can
regarded as an effect of second order when applying moderate
flow/processing conditions ( _g < 102 s�1). This seems to be at least
partially supported by compression molding and micro-injection
molding experiments of Abbasi et al. [56] on MWCNTs in PC,
where CNT alignment in the inner part of the samples was only
indicated for the very high shear rates during micro-injection
molding ( _gz 105e109 s�1) and almost no alignment was found
for compression molded composites. This is consistent to our
findings for compression molded plates (see Fig. 17), where only
agglomeration was indicated [57]. However, detailed TEM investi-
gations near the wall of the mold clearly indicated nanotube
alignment within a surface layer of about 20 mm, as shown in the
left TEM micrograph in Fig. 29 [123]. This image represents a cut
taken at a depth of 2 mm from the sample surface of an injection
molded plate with 2 wt% MWCNT in PC where the orientation
induced during injection of the filled melt is frozen immediately
due to the cold mold wall. Such frozen orientations can be also
observed in melt spun fibers produced at high take-up velocities
and fast polymer matrix vitrification, as e.g. reported on PC based
fibers withMWCNTs producedwith take-up velocities up to 800m/
s [124]. However, when looking in the injection molded sample in
distances well apart from the wall, no CNT alignment is obvious, as
shown in the right micrograph of Fig. 29 (cut from a depth of
23 mm). These findings show that the CNT orientation in injection
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molding has to be taken into consideration only at very high shear
rates and high viscous or highly elastic polymer melts in
a comparatively very small volume close to the sample surface and
therefore is regarded as an effect of second order at moderate shear
rates in the bulk.

In the more fundamental works on CNT orientation of Hobbie
et al. [53,54] on low viscous and weakly elastic polymer melts of
low molecular weight and semidilute dispersion (0.17 wt%) of the
MWCNTs the orientation of CNTs along the direction of flow has
been found at low shear stress. Furthermore, a transition to
vorticity alignment above a critical shear stress, corresponding to
a critical Deborah number, has been indicated by using a small
angle-light scattering/microscopy instrument. In this experiment,
polybutadiene of very low molecular weight and dilute suspen-
sions were studied. However, the authors themselves argued that
shear can induce agglomeration of non-Brownian nanofibers and
that the MWCNT agglomerates can be “molten” above a critical
shear stress. In a more recent paper by Pujari et al. [55] onMWCNTs
in uncured epoxy resins of low viscosity by small-angle X-ray
scattering experiments it was also hypothesized, that the shear rate
dependence of CNTorientation is somehowcoupled to thewhat we
call “agglomeration/de-agglomeration” of nanotubes. However,
one can assume, that the interplay of agglomeration/de-
agglomeration and CNT orientation depend on many factors like
matrix viscosity and elasticity, shear rate, aspect ratio and
Fig. 31. Positions of volume resistance sensors on an injection molded plate (80 � 80 � 2 mm
processing conditions (see Ref. [123]). The largest difference is indicated by red circles.
attractive/repulsive interaction of the nanofiller. We speculate, that
for low or moderate shear rates/stresses and/or moderate CNT
concentration (rather typical for melt processing) agglomeration/
de-agglomeration is dominant, whereas for very low CNT load-
ings and/or higher shear rates/stresses orientation effects become
more important (e.g. solution or melt spinning, injection molding
near the wall of a mold).

In order to investigate the interplay of orientation and
agglomeration/de-agglomeration on the electrical conductivity, we
performed rheo-electrical model experiments with circular finger
electrodes parallel and perpendicular to the flow direction
[125,126]. For these experiments the rheo-electrical setup
described above was used.

Fig. 30 shows the normalized DC conductivity (actual conduc-
tivity divided by the conductivity at t ¼ 0) for PC with 1 wt%
MWCNT (Baytubes� C150P) in the melt at 230 �C after annealing of
the as received sample (t > 0), during steady shear deformation
(0 s < t < 600 s) and for annealing in the quiescent melt
(conductivity recovery) for t> 600 s. The normalizationwas used to
reduce small electrical asymmetries between the parallel and
perpendicular electrode arrangements (the absolute conductivity
after annealing for both directions was about 6 � 10�2 S/m). It is
seen that the conductivities parallel and perpendicular to the shear
direction show the same trends. The differences between both
directions are not significant and in the order of the experimental
error. The experimental error is indicated by the amplitude of the
“oscillation” of the curve for the conductivity parallel to the flow
direction.

Since during steady shear no significant difference between
both directions can be detected and the destruction and recover
kinetics (decay of both curves) is similar, one can conclude, that the
conductivity does not show significant orientation effects. Since the
conductivity is extremely dependent on the CNT arrangement, this
can be taken as a further indication for the minor effect of CNT
alignment for moderate shear conditions. The same trends were
found for carbon black in PC, indicating that there is almost no
influence of the aspect ratio on the case of agglomeration/de-
agglomeration [125,126].
4.8. Destruction and build-up of the filler network during injection
molding

As stated above, polymer melts containing CNTs undergo
mechanical deformations during compounding, extrusion and
3) (left) and the volume resistivity measured through the plate (right) for a given set of



Fig. 32. Influence of injection speed v (left), melt temperature (middle) and mold temperature Tmold (right) on the in-line and off-line measured electrical conductivity of a pol-
ycarbonate/styrene-co-acrylnitrile blend (Bayblend�) containing 4 wt% MWCNT. Replotted from Ref. [127].
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injection molding which affect the state of filler network
[7,12,34,123,127]. This state of the nanotube network - which is
induced by processing of the polymer melt and frozen (“frus-
trated”) in the short period prior to vitrification or crystallization -
mainly defines the physical properties of the final plastic part.
Parallel to the laboratory experiments the influence of shear and
elongation flow on the electrical conductivity of CNT-polymer
composites has been found as well in processing related studies
[12,34,57,67,123,127] during extrusion, pressing and injection
molding. The destruction of the conductive filler network by
mechanical deformation (nanotube de-agglomeration and/or
orientation) was observed for the first time in in-line conductivity
experiments during extrusion of PP [12], PC and PA 6 [34] con-
taining different amounts of MWCNTs. As discussed already above
(see Fig. 17), Pegel et al. [57] showed examples for deformation-
induced agglomeration of CNTs in PC composites in the squeeze
flow during compression molding. Villmow et al. [67,123] demon-
strated the destructive effect of mechanical deformation on the
electrical conductivity of injection molded plastic parts. In Fig. 31
[123] a conductivity variation up to 5 orders of magnitude within
Fig. 33. Layer structure in an injection molded plate: Off-line measured frequency depend
MWCNT (right) and the simulated amount of destroyed agglomerates (increasing from blu
the same injection molded PC/MWCNT plate was found and related
to different flow conditions.

Similar resultswere obtained by in-line and off-line conductivity
measurements during and after injection molding of samples of
PC/MWCNT, PA/MWCNT and an acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene/
polycarbonate blend (Bayblend�) with MWCNT for a wide varia-
tion of the processing parameters [127]. For time-resolved in-line
measurements of the DC conductivity during injection molding an
injection molding machine (Klöckner Ferromatik Desma FX75-2F,
Germany) was equipped with a mold containing three borings on
every side to accommodate conductivity and/or pressure sensors in
different arrangements [127]. The corresponding off-line measure-
ments of the conductivities at the same locations of the final parts
were conducted using two opposing electrodes. The geometrical
factors to calculate the specific electrical conductivities for in-line
and off-line electrode configuration were calculated by FEM.

In Fig. 32 as an example the in-line conductivity data of injection
molding of Bayblend�with 4wt%MWCNTare shown together with
off-line measured values for different injection velocities, melt and
mold temperatures. Very similar results are found for matrices
ent conductivity for the middle and the outer layers (‘cuts) of a PC containing 2 wt%
e to red). Replotted from Refs. [114,128].
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of amorphous homopolymer (PC) and a semi-crystalline polymer
(PA) [127]. The strong dependence of the conductivity on injection
velocity, melt temperature and the related viscosity can be
explained by the competition between deformation-induced
formation and destruction of the conductive CNT network. The
electrical conductivity was recorded during a typical injection cycle
(not shown). For further details see Ref. [127]. For the in-line
conductivity data in Fig. 32 the values recorded 9 s after start of
injection were taken, which reflect an almost vitrified state.

The good correlation between in-line and off-line data supports
the assumption that the in-line values after 9 s represent already
a vitrified (glassy frozen) sample. The same was found for semi-
crystalline PA [127] were the measured values after about 10 s
represent a semi-crystalline state. The tremendous decrease of the
conductivity with increasing injection speed and decreasing
temperature can be explained by the dominance of destruction of
the conductive filler network due to increasing shear stress either
because of an increasing shear rate (with injection velocity) or
because of increasing viscosity (with temperature decrease). The
relatively high conductivity values at low injection velocities and
high melt temperatures cannot be explained by the destructive
effect of shear deformation alone.

Therefore, we assume that the measured conductivity values in
the solidified state represent the “frustrated” conductivity values
resulting from the competition of deformation-induced build-up
and destruction along the injection track. No significant effect of
the mold temperature has been found. Since the mold temperature
determines mainly the averaged cooling rate for the “frustration” of
the filler network by vitrification or crystallization, this finding
support our assumption that the conductivity values are mainly
determined by the flow conditions and that the time for conduc-
tivity recovery is to short for typical injection cycles.

In Fig. 33 the layer structure in an injection molded plate due to
competition of destruction and build-up of agglomerates in the
injection molding process is illustrated [128]. The lower right part
shows off-line measured frequency dependent conductivities for
three parallel ‘cuts’ from an injection molded plate of a PC con-
taining 2 wt% MWCNT. The conductivity of the middle layer (‘cut’)
is considerable higher than that of the outer layers. This is sup-
ported by an FEM simulation (upper right graph) of the destroyed
agglomerates [114] using similar models (combination of agglom-
eration kinetics and ‘percolation equation’) as explained above.

5. Concluding remarks

It was generally assumed that nanofillers have to be well
dispersed in the polymer matrix to achieve the desired properties
or property combinations. Therefore, much effort is usually spent
during polymer melt processing or in sample preparation (melt
mixing, compounding, dispersion in a thermosetting matrix etc.) to
disintegrate the initial agglomerates in which most of the nanofiller
materials are produced. It is further assumed that the high specific
surface of the nanofillers creates in the polymer matrix a large
amount of an interphase with different properties, which may
involve the total volume of the matrix polymer. This interphase
contributes to improvement of mechanical properties like impact
stress or in some cases of stiffness and elongation at break.
However, for the well dispersed (and homogeneously distributed)
nanotubes the measured electrical conductivity of the composites
is in the order of the conductivity of the neat polymer. The same
holds true for other conductive fillers like carbon black.

By thermal annealing in the quiescent melt (absence of shear)
a secondary agglomeration (or cluster formation) of nanotubes and
formation of a conductive network of interconnected agglomerates
[31e34] could be found, which leads to an increase of the
conductivity of the composite melt by several orders of magnitude.
Furthermore, shear flow can both generate and destroy secondary
agglomerates. On the one hand, agglomeration or cluster formation
is further accelerated by shear flow. On the other hand, since
secondary agglomerates are more loosely packed than initial
agglomerates, they can be easily destroyed by shear treatment.
Therefore, the competition between build-up and destruction of
secondary agglomerates (or physical clusters) is considered as a key
mechanism to understand the dependence of the final properties
(here: electrical conductivity) on the thermal and rheological
prehistory (preparation or processing conditions). The increase of
the conductivity with annealing time is discussed in terms of
a time-dependent insulator-conductor transition due to nanotube
agglomeration [32].

The main results can be summarized as follows:

(1) To achieve a polymer/carbon nanotube composite with high
electrical conductivity the initial agglomerates have first to be
dispersed in the polymer matrix to get well separated nano-
tubes, which can then rearrange to secondary agglomerates
forming the conductive filler network.

(2) The process of nanotube dispersionwithin a polymermatrix by
melt mixing was illustrated and discussed in terms of different
steps and mechanisms: agglomerate wetting and infiltration by
the matrix polymer and rupture and erosion of the initial
agglomerates.

(3) Secondary agglomeration of attractive filler particles is
assumed to be a thermally activated process and can be
accelerated by shear (and elongational) flow.

(4) The time dependence of electrical conductivity, storage (G0)
and loss modulus (G00) in the quiescent melt and under quasi-
steady shear or oscillatory shear conditions are explained by
build-up and destruction of a network formed by CNT
agglomerates. The competition between formation and
destruction of agglomerates under shear can be described by
kinetic models.

(5) By combining agglomeration kinetics and an equation for the
insulator-conductor transition the electrical conductivity in
composites containing conductive fillers can be described. The
model was incorporated into FEM code.

(6) The mechanisms of charge carrier transport in a nanotube
network and the effect of mechanical reinforcement are found
to be different. The best isotropic mechanical reinforcement is
expected for randomly distributed nanotubes forming
a combined viscoelastic nanotube-polymer network, whereas
for good electrical conductivity secondary agglomeration and
small CNTeCNT distances are necessary.

The results reported here for carbon nanotubes in polymers or
thermosets seem to have general importance for filler networks in
viscoelastic or viscousmatrices. Apart from its scientific interest the
results can help to optimize industrial production of polymer/
nanotube composites.
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